Willingness to pay and sensory acceptability for minimally processed vegetables: behavior of consumers with different household incomes
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Abstract

Willingness to pay (WTP) and sensory acceptability for minimally processed (MP) vegetables were studied. A total of 116 participants of two different household incomes (HI) were considered. Two types of preparations (bags with whole vegetables and trays with MP vegetables), and two types of presentations (mix vegetables for soup and mix vegetables for salad), were evaluated. Low income (LI) participants offered more money in general than the medium-high income (MI) participants. However, the offers of the two preparations (soup and salad) did not show significant differences. The 4 samples (two preparations: soup and salad; and two presentations: bags and trays) had good sensory acceptability with values between 6.5 and 8.3, on a scale of 1-9. MI consumers had higher acceptability for mixed vegetables for soup than for salad vegetables; however, LI participants showed no difference between the types of preparation, observing for both samples (soup and salad) high acceptability. For both HI, Check All That Apply (CATA) questions showed that phrases such as “It is unreliable” and “I distrust how it was prepared” were associated with the trays, while the phrase “It takes time to prepare or cook” was associated with bags.

Introduction

Because of changes in people’s lifestyles occurred in the last decades, consumers have less time to prepare their meals. Constraints related to time pressure and lack of convenience are frequently reported as reasons for fresh vegetable and fruit consumption to fall below the recommended daily intake. Arce [1] found low overall consumption of vegetables, and practicality was mentioned as a reason for not consuming them.

The lifestyle of modern consumers and their desire for natural products with health benefits have been responsible for the current rise in production and demand for MP fruits and vegetables [2,3].

For MP fruit and vegetables are fresh fruit and vegetables processed to increase their functionality without greatly changing their fresh-like properties [4]. For this type of food, the most used processes are washing, cutting, mixing, and packaging [5]. MP vegetables are marketed as products for direct consumption or for quick culinary preparations. These characteristics mean that the preparation time is no longer an obstacle to incorporating or increasing the proportion of vegetables in the diet. Through this processing, it is possible to obtain a wide variety of processed foods, such as salads, vegetables for soups, vegetables for sandwiches, vegetables for sauces, and vegetables for puree [6].

During recent decades, the industry of ready-to-eat vegetables has grown exponentially worldwide. Nevertheless, the ready-to-eat vegetable market in Argentina is still being developed, and their products are mostly demanded in highly populated cities where time for preparing and cooking food is being continuously reduced [7] and is mostly characterized by artisan-type manufacturing processes and little implementation of technology and associated quality systems [8,9].

However, fresh fruits and vegetables may be less expensive to eat than MP ones, for some consumers, this price difference may be a small price to pay for the convenience, i.e., the value of longer shelf life, ease of preparation, and greater availability associated with processed forms [10].
The WTP study has taken on various forms in the applied economics literature for some time now [11]. Using discrete choice techniques, stated choice experiments, and experimental auction methods, analysts have also derived estimates of money an individual is willing to pay to obtain a product [12,13].

Experimental auctions are one tool that can be used to create incentives for people to reveal their “true” preferences. In a typical incentive-compatible experimental auction, subjects bid to obtain one or more goods. The highest bidder(s) wins the auction and pays a price that is determined exogenously from the individual(s’) bid(s). The advantage of using experimental auctions as a marketing research tool is that they create an environment where people have an incentive to truthfully reveal their preferences [14].

The most widely used incentive-compatible value elicitation mechanisms are the Becker, DeGroot, Marschak (BDM) mechanism, Vickrey nth price auctions, and a random nth price auction [14]. For the past half-century, economists have used the Vickrey, second-price auction to learn about consumer WTP [15]. In this methodology, participants submit sealed bids for one or several products, or, more typical in a marketing context, for the possibility of trading a product for one with improved quality (like a conventional product for an organic product) [16].

Some socio-economic features such as age, gender, level of education, household size, and income level, influence the willingness to pay for different foods [17,18]. Govindasamy & Italia [19] showed that younger consumers, regardless of gender, paid higher premiums for organic products. Petljak [20] found that higher monthly household income predicts a greater WTP and a higher price for organic food compared to conventional food.

Combining sensory science and applied economics improves understanding of food choices and consumer behavior. In fact, numerous studies follow such an approach: [21-25]. Among the many areas covered by sensory science, the evaluation of consumer preferences is important. Typically, consumer preferences are measured by the use of hedonic scales. With this scale, word descriptors are used along with numbers that facilitate the interpretation of the mean values of the responses in terms of the degree of like/dislike [26]. This scale is easy to implement and interpret by both respondents and researchers [27].

The aim of the present work was to study the WTP and sensory acceptability for MP vegetables for two types of preparation, taking into account two HI.

**Materials and methods**

The organization and development of the trial were carried out throughout 2018 and at the beginning of 2019.

**Subjects**

A total of 116 participants, aged between 25 and 60 years, from 9 de Julio (a city with 47,733 inhabitants located 250 km west of Buenos Aires city) were recruited. Government agencies provided food aid to subjects from the LI group, although they were not affected by famine or extreme hunger. Argentinians, as a rule, do not like to reveal their incomes. In the town of 9 de Julio, Buenos Aires, families that send their children to private schools were considered MI. Alternatively, families whose children have lunch in public school dining rooms or who receive food aid were considered LI. This criterion adopted by Hough & Ferraris [28] was also used in this work. The recruitment was made by a notification delivered to the children of different schools inviting their mothers to complete a survey that consisted of a list of vegetables in which they had to mark their frequency of consumption. Homemakers who marked the vegetables of interest for this trial, with a frequency of consumption of more than once a month, were recruited.

The study was approved by the Instituto Superior Experimental de Tecnología Alimentaria (ISETA) and consent was obtained from each subject before their participation in the study.

**Samples**

Before selecting the product to be evaluated, a survey was conducted to determine which MP vegetables were sold, as well as their respective weights and prices. The survey was carried out in 10 markets in two different areas of the city. The town center and its surroundings comprise approximately 1.7 km² and are inhabited by 80% of MI families. Five markets were chosen from this area of the city. In the outskirts of the city of 9 de Julio, government-funded housing plans have been built for the LI population who pay little or nothing for their houses or apartments. Many of them receive other government aid in the form of food and/or medicine. They were LI families. So, 5 markets were chosen from this area.

Based on the results, two types of preparations (bags with whole vegetables and trays with MP vegetables), and two types of presentations (mix vegetables for soup and mix vegetables for salad), were selected:

- Mix whole vegetables for soup (soup bag): presented in a plastic bag of 30 x 40 cm on each side; inside it had pumpkin, courgette, carrot, celery, green onion, leek, and parsley whole. These vegetables need to be washed, peeled, and then cooked for consumption.

- Mix MP vegetables for soup (soup tray): presented in a 22 x 18 x 1.5 cm Styrofoam tray covered with a film; inside it had all the above-mentioned vegetables (soup bag) but these were washed, peeled, and chopped where the consumer only must cook them to eat them.

**Samples**

The WTP study has taken on various forms in the applied economics literature for some time now [11]. Using discrete choice techniques, stated choice experiments, and experimental auction methods, analysts have also derived estimates of money an individual is willing to pay to obtain a product [12,13].

Experimental auctions are one tool that can be used to create incentives for people to reveal their “true” preferences. In a typical incentive-compatible experimental auction, subjects bid to obtain one or more goods. The highest bidder(s) wins the auction and pays a price that is determined exogenously from the individual(s’) bid(s). The advantage of using experimental auctions as a marketing research tool is that they create an environment where people have an incentive to truthfully reveal their preferences [14].

The most widely used incentive-compatible value elicitation mechanisms are the Becker, DeGroot, Marschak (BDM) mechanism, Vickrey nth price auctions, and a random nth price auction [14]. For the past half-century, economists have used the Vickrey, second-price auction to learn about consumer WTP [15]. In this methodology, participants submit sealed bids for one or several products, or, more typical in a marketing context, for the possibility of trading a product for one with improved quality (like a conventional product for an organic product) [16].

Some socio-economic features such as age, gender, level of education, household size, and income level, influence the willingness to pay for different foods [17,18]. Govindasamy & Italia [19] showed that younger consumers, regardless of gender, paid higher premiums for organic products. Petljak [20] found that higher monthly household income predicts a greater WTP and a higher price for organic food compared to conventional food.

Combining sensory science and applied economics improves understanding of food choices and consumer behavior. In fact, numerous studies follow such an approach: [21-25]. Among the many areas covered by sensory science, the evaluation of consumer preferences is important. Typically, consumer preferences are measured by the use of hedonic scales. With this scale, word descriptors are used along with numbers that facilitate the interpretation of the mean values of the responses in terms of the degree of like/dislike [26]. This scale is easy to implement and interpret by both respondents and researchers [27].

The aim of the present work was to study the WTP and sensory acceptability for MP vegetables for two types of preparation, taking into account two HI.

**Materials and methods**

The organization and development of the trial were carried out throughout 2018 and at the beginning of 2019.
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-Mix whole vegetables for salad (salad bag): presented in a plastic bag of 30 x 40 cm on each side; inside it had carrots and beets whole. These vegetables need to be washed, peeled, and grated to be eaten as a salad.

- Mix MP vegetables for salad (salad tray): presented in a 22 x 18 x 1.5 cm Styrofoam tray covered with a film; inside it had all the above-mentioned vegetables (salad bag) but these were washed, peeled, and grated. This presentation was ready to eat.

The vegetables were purchased by unit/weight at a market and then processed (washed, peeled, cut/grated, and packaged) at the institute. This was carried out by the researchers. The weight of vegetables in the bags was the same as that of the vegetables in the trays; this was approximately 250 g.

**Auction: experimental procedure**

Six groups of 8–10 people from each HI were formed to conduct the trial.

Second-price auctions remain widely used because of their incentive-compatible properties and ease of implementation, including the identification of a single winner [15,29,30]. Preferences for a new product are determined by comparing bids for new good to bids for a pre-existing substitute or by directly eliciting bids to exchange a pre-existing substitute for a new good [14].

In this study, we evaluated the WTP for exchanging a bag with vegetables for a tray with MP vegetables.

In experimental auctions, one or more bidding rounds can be conducted. Each auction consisting of several bidding rounds allows participants to update their bids to reflect market prices or new information [31]. In theory, a single-shot Vickrey auction should cause participants to reveal their true value [32], therefore, only one round of bids was made per tray presented.

Before starting the trial, each participant was given a form to be completed with her socio-demographic data.

Then, each participant was given a sheet with a detailed explanation of the methodology. Besides, to familiarize subjects with the auction mechanism, a preliminary practice auction was conducted with “alfajor” (defined as a product obtained by joining two or more layers of cookies or cake with filling, usually dulce de leche (caramel jam)), covered or enrobed with various confectionery coatings, chocolate being the most usual [33]. Participants had to write “what was the maximum value that they were willing to pay to exchange their single- alfajor (two layers) for a triple- alfajor (three layers)”. Each consumer had, fictitiously (considering that this stage was training) $30 (AR$) to make the offer. It was, furthermore, informed that its offer was private information and should not be shared with the other participants. The bids were then collected, and ordered on a board from highest to lowest, along with the identification numbers. It was indicated that the “buyer” of the triple alfajor would be the one who made the highest bid, but would have to pay the value of the second-highest price offered.

Once the training auction was over and all the participants said they understood the methodology, two experimental auctions were held. Considering that the trial was conducted in an educational institution, the money was replaced by a purchased ticket, which they could use in a greengrocer’s shop in the city. That is, each participant was given a ticket for the value of $90 for each auction, and it was the maximum value they could bid for each auctioned tray.

The auction was held to evaluate the WTP for exchanging a bag of whole vegetables for a tray of MP vegetables as follows:

1º Test: Consumers received a soup bag that needed to be washed, peeled, chopped, and then cooked for consumption and had to write down how much they were willing to pay to exchange that bag for a tray for soup, which only needed to be cooked for consumption.

2º Test: The auction was conducted in the same way as the 1° test, but participants received a salad bag that needed to be washed, peeled, and grated for consumption. They had to write down how much they were willing to pay to exchange that bag for a salad tray.

In both auctions, the “buyer” of the tray was the one who made the highest bid but had to pay the value of the second-highest price offered. The participants, who did not “buy” the auctioned product, received the ticket and two bags of vegetables as a gift.

The order of presentation of the two trays in the auctions was balanced. That is, half of the subjects in each HI received the soup option first presentation order and salad option on the second presentation order; inversely for the other half of the subjects.

**Sensory acceptability**

After the auctions, subjects measured the acceptability of the 4 samples: soup bag, soup tray, salad bag, and salad tray. They were instructed to express their sensory perceptions about the samples using a 9-point structured hedonic scale, with 1 being “I do not like”, 5 ‘indifferent’ and 9 ‘I like’.

**CATA question**

CATA methodology was also used to inquire about influential reasons for the consumption of 4 samples (soup bag, soup tray, salad bag, and salad tray). For the generating CATA terms, 2 focus groups were
conducted with 24 women (housewives) aged between 25 and 65 years. Of this total, half corresponded to LI women and the other half to MI women. In both groups, the purchase/consumption intention of MP vegetables was discussed. The phrases or terms that were named most frequently in the discussion were included in the CATA methodology.

In the CATA questions, each participant had to select all the influential consumption reasons in the 4 samples.

It should be clarified that in all three methodologies used (auction, acceptability, and CATA), participants evaluated the vegetables in bags and trays without testing any preparation.

Data analysis

The socio-demographic data of the participants were counted and their percentages were taken.

Auction: In the first instance, bids made for each preparation (soup and salad) were accounted for and presented as percentages.

WTP was analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) considering HI and soup and salad trays as fixed effects, and subjects as a random effects. Subjects were nested within HI. \( P \leq 0.05 \) was considered significant. Means were compared using Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) at a 5% significance level.

To identify groups of consumers with similar offered patterns, subjects were clustered using Ward’s hierarchical clustering technique with Euclidean distances [34].

Sensory acceptability: Sensory acceptability was analyzed by ANOVA, considering HI, preparation, and presentation as fixed effects, and subject as a random effect. Subjects were nested within HI.

In order to identify groups of consumers with similar acceptability patterns, subjects were clustered using Ward’s hierarchical clustering technique with Euclidean distances [34].

CATA question: A Correspondence Analysis (CA) was performed in the frequency table that contains the answers to the CATA question, with two categorical variables: samples (presentation y preparation) and terms (consumption reasons). The analysis was carried out for each HI separately.

All statistical analyses were performed using Genstat (VSN International Ltd., Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom).

Results

The profile of consumers who consumed the vegetables selected for the trials with a consumption frequency greater than once a month is shown in Table 1.

Auction

Each participant had $90 to bid and was thus able to exchange the bag (for each preparation) for the tray. Considering the participants who offered more than half of the money available (more than $45), it was observed that:

- for the salad tray, 62% of LI offered more than the participants of MI (43%).
- for the soup tray, offers in both HI were similar (67% LI and 60% MI).

In turn, 21% and 26% of LI participants bid the total money available ($90) for the salad tray and the soup tray, respectively. This percentage was lower in MI, only 5% for the salad tray and 16% for the soup tray.

The opposite, with the percentage of participants who decided not to make an offer and kept the bag in its 2 preparations (soup and salad), also was observed. The 21% and 14% of MI participants bid $0 for salad and soup trays, respectively. Only 5% and 9% of LI participants did not bid on salad and soup trays, respectively.

MI participants bid, on average, $41 and $49 to get the salad tray and the soup tray, respectively. While the offers from LI participants were similar for both preparations, being $55 for the salad tray and $57 for the soup tray.
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ANOV results showed differences between the offers of the two HI, where it was observed that the LI offered more money in general than the MI (Figure 1). However, the offers of the two preparations (soup and salad) did not show significant differences. The preparation*HI interaction was also not significant.

An agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis was carried out to identify segments of consumers that have similar offering patterns in 2 samples (salad and soup trays). Four clusters were identified: Cluster 1 (n = 32), Cluster 2 (n = 20), Cluster 3 (n = 37), and Cluster 4 (n = 27) (Figure 2). Cluster 1 made a high bid ($83 approximately) on both samples. A high offer ($73) for the soup tray and a medium bid (about half the money available to bid, $53) for the salad tray was observed in Cluster 2. In cluster 3 was observed that in both samples consumers approximately offered half of the money available ($46 for the soup tray and $37 for the salad tray). Cluster 4 offered a low bid for 2 samples.

Considering the number of subjects in each cluster according to their HI; it was observed that the HI factor had an incidence on bid patterns only in cluster 1 (composed of more LI consumers); in the rest of the groups, a similar number of LI consumers and MI consumers was observed. This behavior was also observed when the educational level of the consumers who formed each group was taken into account; where the same cluster consisted of more consumers of low educational level.

**Sensory acceptability**

The 4 samples had good sensory acceptability with values between 6.5 and 8.3, on a scale of 1-9.

ANOVA results showed that the three main effects (preparation, presentation, and HI) were significant. The soup had greater acceptability than the salad preparations. While bag gave higher acceptability values than the tray presentations. LI gave higher acceptability values than the MI. The 2-way Presentation*Preparation interaction was significant (Figure 3), with higher scores for soup bag, however, mixed vegetables for salad showed no difference between the types of presentation (bag/tray).

The 2-way Preparation*HI interaction was also significant. MI had higher acceptability for mixed vegetables for soup than for mixed vegetables for salad; however, LI participants showed no difference between the type of preparation, observing both, soup and salad, high acceptability (Figure 4).

The 2-way Presentation*HI and the 3-way interaction Preparation*Presentation*HI were not significant.

An agglomerative hierarchical cluster analysis was carried out to identify segments of consumers that have similar acceptability patterns in 4 samples. Four clusters were identified: Cluster 1 (n = 11), Cluster 2 (n = 21), Cluster 3 (n = 21), and Cluster 4 (n = 63) (Figure 5). Cluster 1 gave low acceptability (average values less than 4 on a scale of 1 to 9) to samples presented on a tray (mix vegetables for soup and for salad), while high acceptability (average values greater than 8) was given to the bags in their 2 preparations. Medium-high acceptability (average values greater than 5.2) was observed in the 4 samples in Cluster 2. The same behavior was observed in Cluster 3, except for the salad bag, which had low acceptability (average = 3.4). Cluster 4, which represents more than half of the consumers, presented high acceptability for the 4 samples.

Considering the number of subjects in each cluster...
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according to their HI, the number of children in the family, and educational level; it was observed that these factors had an incidence on acceptability patterns only in cluster 4. This cluster, where the consumers presented high acceptability for the 4 samples, was composed of more LI consumers, consumers who have 4 or more children in their family, and consumers who have a low educational level.

CATA

The views that emerged in the 2 focus groups, 22 phrases or reasons (these phrases are detailed in Figures 6 and 7) relating to the purchase/consumption trays with MP vegetables were repeated more frequently in both focus groups, which were used in the CATA methodology.

Figure 6 presents CA maps for LI, where dimensions 1 and 2 represented 67% and 20% of the variation of the experimental data, respectively. In this figure, the 4 samples were different and each of them appeared in each quadrant of the graph. Acceptability was associated with the soup bag. In turn, this was associated with the phrases “It is a high quality”, “It is healthy”, “Fresh”, “It is natural”, and “It is nutritious”. Salad bag was associated with the terms: “I like it”, “It takes time to prepare or cook”, “It is reliable”, “Fresh”, “I like it” and “It is high quality”. While salad bag was more related to the terms, “It is cheap” and “It does not yield”. Soup tray was associated with the terms: “It is to be consumed during the day”, “It is easy to prepare or cook”, “It is colorful” and “It is very attractive”. The salad tray was associated with the phrase: “It is more hygienic” and to a lesser degree “It is unhealthy”.

However, phrases such as “It is expensive” and “I distrust how it was prepared” were associated with the trays. As expected, the term “It takes time to prepare or cook” was associated with bags, and the phrase “It is easy to prepare or cook” was associated with trays.

Discussion

The success of new food technologies depends on consumers’ responses [35]. The production chain of MP vegetables is characterized by the strong influence of the final consumer. As with other segments of agribusiness, the desire and requests of buyers must always be considered [36]. The present study combines disciplines, such as applied...
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Empirical results on the effect of income on consumer WTP for safe foods appear to be mixed too. Since consumer WTP for food safety is negatively correlated with the marginal utility of money, consumer WTP is expected to increase as the income of the consumer increases [37]. Other studies did not find income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for organic food products [38,39]. Gil & Soler [40] found did not find income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for safe foods appear to be mixed too. Since consumer WTP for food safety is negatively correlated with the marginal utility of money, consumer WTP is expected to increase as the income of the consumer increases [37]. Other studies did not find income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for organic food products [38,39]. Gil & Soler [40] found income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for safe foods appear to be mixed too. Since consumer WTP for food safety is negatively correlated with the marginal utility of money, consumer WTP is expected to increase as the income of the consumer increases [37]. Other studies did not find income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for organic food products [38,39]. Gil & Soler [40] found income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for safe foods appear to be mixed too. Since consumer WTP for food safety is negatively correlated with the marginal utility of money, consumer WTP is expected to increase as the income of the consumer increases [37]. Other studies did not find income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for organic food products [38,39].

Figure 7: Biplot representation of the four samples (soup bag, soup tray, salad bag, salad tray) and the reasons for consumption of MI participants, considering overall liking scores as supplementary variables. Reference: It is low quality (low quality), It is cheap (Cheap), It is high quality (HighQuality), It is expensive (Expensive), It is colorful (Colorful), It is easy to prepare or cook (EasyPrepare), Fresh (Fresh), It takes time to prepare or cook (TimePrepare), It is more hygienic (MoreHygienic), I like it (Like), I distrust how it was prepared (DistrustPrepared), It is very attractive (Attractive), It is reliable (Reliable), It is natural (Natural), I do not like it (not like), It does not yield (NotYield), It is nutritious (Nutritious), It is unattractive (Unattractive), It is unhealthy (Unhealthy), It yielding (Yielding), It is healthy (Healthy), It is to be consumed in the day (Consumed Day).

WTP for safe foods appear to be mixed too. Since consumer WTP for food safety is negatively correlated with the marginal utility of money, consumer WTP is expected to increase as the income of the consumer increases [37]. Other studies did not find income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for organic food products [38,39]. Gil & Soler [40] found income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for safe foods appear to be mixed too. Since consumer WTP for food safety is negatively correlated with the marginal utility of money, consumer WTP is expected to increase as the income of the consumer increases [37]. Other studies did not find income as a significant determinant of consumer WTP for organic food products [38,39].

In our study, the sensory acceptability of four samples (soup and salad trays and soup and salad bag) was measured. All samples had good sensory acceptability; although the whole vegetables in the bag were the ones with the highest sensory acceptability. Nunes [54] found similar results when comparing the sensory acceptability of MP and irradiated arugula.

As in the offers made in the auction, LI generally presented higher values of acceptability than MI respondents. In contrast, Arce [1] found no significant differences between LI and MI consumers. These authors measured the sensory acceptability of 27 vegetables.

Considering the reasons related to the purchase/consumption in each HI, it was observed that the MI participants could characterize each sample more markedly than LI. This is observed in the maps (Figures 6 and 7), where, for example, the LI participants, although they characterized each sample, were located close to the intersection of the axes. This could be due because a phrase or reason for purchase/consumption having the same influence for the 4 samples, for this group of participants. Despite this, they agreed on some phrases that characterized the MI vegetables and the reasons related to the purchase/consumption. Participants of both HI associated the two trays with the phrases “I distrust how it was prepared”. Consumers do not actively look for products produced by new technologies, but look for certain attributes of a product. Regardless of enhanced food properties, food produced by new technology may create concern and uncertainty if the public perceives any risk [55]. The fresh-cut sector is constantly evolving and innovating to enhance product quality and safety attributes that are generally valued by consumers [56,57]. Cardello [58] studied consumers’ risk perception associated with innovative food preservation technology, and found a negative utility towards MP products, implying that not sufficiently processed products are perceived as a source of microbiological or other safety risks. On reviewing the literature, it emerges that fruit and vegetable attributes connected to safety could be the most important in orienting consumers’ choices [57].

Another characteristic related to MP vegetables was that “It is easy to prepare or cook”. Other studies have also pointed to convenience as one of the most important motivations for purchasing MP vegetables and ready-to-eat foods [59-62]. Vidal [52] applied three qualitative methodologies and revealed that ready-to-eat salads are perceived as convenience products, that is, they require little or no time and effort for their preparation and consumption, being the main motivation to acquire this type of product. On the other hand, Ares [63] identified motives underlying food choice economics and sensory science to improve the understanding of food choice behavior.
and barriers to healthy eating among consumers at two socioeconomic levels in Uruguay. Among the food mentioned were fruit and raw vegetables. Observed that Time available for cooking was the main determinant of food selection for MI participants. They indicated that they try minimizing the time spent on food preparations, particularly after all activities of the day, and that in their free time they preferred to do other things rather than cook.

Human health-related aspects, phrases such as Healthy, Nutritious, and Natural, were related to soup bags in both HI. This is in agreement with Arce [1] that those whole vegetables were mainly related to phrases related to health. In addition, Vidal [52] indicated that the term Health was not a category highlighted by consumers for ready-to-eat salads, as in this study. These results also agree with those reported by Ragaert [60].

Although the price factor was not preponderant in consumer decision-making, the MI associated the term “Expensive” with trays and “Cheap” with bags, instead, the LI did not characterize any sample with these phrases and these had few mentions. Similar results were found in Massaglia [64] where price did not emerge as a discriminating factor when exploring the preferences and buying habits of fresh-cut, ready-to-eat salads. Other studies presented different results, Ares [63] found that LI participants rarely purchased ready-to-eat products due to their relatively high cost, compared to raw food ingredients; and Vidal [52] revealed that ready-to-eat salads were perceived as expensive products, with price being a variable that discourages their purchase.

Conclusion

We can conclude that the MI was more critical when evaluating the different methodologies used in this study.

A low percentage of participants offered 0$ to exchange the bags of vegetables for the trays, so MP vegetables are a good option to incorporate or increase the consumption of these foods.

Although practicality was a positive characteristic that they named among the reasons they considered to buy or consume MP vegetables, distrust in the preparation of the product would be an important factor to consider and try to reverse at the time of its marketing.

The limitation of this research may be the small geographical area included in our study. Further research could be extended to a large metropolitan area to assess potential differences between other Argentinian cities and to compare the behavior in the purchase or consumption of MP vegetables of individuals belonging to them.
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